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The Evolution of the Computer Language When people talk about a computer language they are usually referring to the machine language – a language that instructs the computer to carry out specific tasks. The machine language of a computer consists of 0’s and 1’s and is almost impossible to read by people. That’s when programming and assembly languages come into play as the people type in words to establish variables and functions which are then translated into machine language or byte code for the computer to execute the set of instructions. These programming and assembly languages are referred to as high level programming languages as opposed to the machine language. As computers were invented in the 1900’s to help calculate the projectile of shells (bullets) in the World Wars and to help count the United States population for the US Census Bureau, it was becoming more evident that these highly sophisticated technologies that programming is going to be in a high demand. This surged the production of computers which eventually increased the demand for specific and higher level programming languages that eases the usability of the computer to complete a certain task as time proceeds. The first programming language is Formula Translating System – in short or as most people know it, FORTRAN. This programming language was created by IBM for scientific computing. FORTRAN was not really meant for other usages because it was only good at handling numbers and not characters, which is necessary for business uses. For this reason, COBOL or Common Business Oriented Language was developed – it inherited the major properties and developed some of its own. COBOL was also written



so that it inherited the grammar characteristic of the natural language English. Hence, COBOL was a breakthrough and in theory a higher programming language than FORTRAN. Now that the business and scientific sectors were covered by a specialized programming language in that field, artificial intelligence is the next to be covered by computer programming. Computer programming is required and is essential for artificial intelligence because it requires a defined set of instructions to help the artificial intelligence understand the functions it is to carry out if a given condition is satisfied. This feature of artificial intelligence makes a separate programming language necessary to help define the instructions. Eventually the programming language LISP (List Processing) was born to satisfy the requirements. Programming languages at this time were at the verge of development as more sectors of the economy were being covered by a dedicated programming language as mentioned before. The education sector, not losing in this competition soon had a programming language developed for its purpose as well. The programming language Pascal emerged for educational institutions and its computer science students. It was a successful language since it brought all the best characteristics out of COBOL, FORTRAN, and ALGOL (ALGOL, at the time resembled FORTRAN since it was used for scientific purposes). Pascal helped discipline computer science students as it required the user to declare data types, functions, etc before being able to use it. Pascal eventually led to the development of Java and C, which are among the most popular programming languages today.



Java and C are higher level programming languages that are much like the Standard English making it easier to understand and learn. However, Java originated from C when the object oriented method was introduced around the 1980’s. This thought process enabled users to create and use objects to instantiate it for later uses. It allows users more usability such that the data structures can be applied to more than just the variables – it can now be applied to functions as well. The object oriented method of programming became popular as C also adopted the method and became what is now known as C++. Even though C and C++ are different programming languages both of them are still popular as some prefer C and some C++. This paved the path for the languages of Ruby, Python, and Perl which are more closely related to the English language. The following examples are sample codes to show the difference between newly developed programming languages of Ruby, Python, and Perl versus the older programming languages like C: Ruby: puts "Hello World!" Python: print "Hello World!" Perl: print “Hello World!”; As compared to Java and C: Java: public class HelloWorld { public static void main (String [] args) { System.out.print(“Hello World!”); } } C: int main (void) {printf(“Hello World!”); }



The above examples demonstrate that the new generation programming languages allows less code and no method nor function to envelope the actions or behavior. However, Java a programming language developed recently is a lower language when compared to Python (it was developed after Python). Like Java, C++ is also object oriented and is closer to machine code than the programming languages Perl, Ruby, and Python. The three programming languages may be object oriented but differ in terms of level which determines its usability. However, according to statistics C++, C, and Java remain more prevalent in the industries and more widely used by individuals. The statistics in measuring the popularity of the programming languages are estimated is by book sales and the frequency of the search term in search engine such as the search giant Google.com. According to www.welton.it, there had been many searches for the C programming language giving it the first spot in popularity with Java being third. The C programming language and Java is definitely one of the most “visible” in the scope of www.welton.it. In addition, Java and C are seen as the top two programming languages with C being on top in a section where www.welton.it likes to call “Freshmeat Projects.” They use this term to define open source projects that the community is currently or already developed by using one of these languages. On their website they presented a graph that shows the popularity of the different languages – the higher the amount of projects the more popular it is. In order to see this graph more visually I have created the following table and pie chart to view the developing society as a whole and which language is dominant in developed products (The values from the bar graph are estimated to create the pie chart as mentioned previously):



Figure 1.1a – This table lists the names of the programming languages and the amount of projects and/or programs developed using that language.



Programming Languages Visual Basic



Amount of Projects 30



Fortran Delphi C# Ruby TCL / TK SQL



60 95 245 260 480 480



Python PHP Perl C++ Java C



2150 3400 3550 3950 4400 7700 26800



Total



(Note: These values are not exact – they are estimated from the bar graph found at www.welton.it)



Figure 1.1b – This pie graph is generated from the estimated values from Figure 1.1a. They describe the percentage of the Freshmeat projects that are developed using a particular programming language. Freshmeat Projects 0.22%
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From this pie chart, C (shown in purple) is more widely used than any of the programming languages with Java (shown in light blue) being second most.



On the other hand, the table of TIOBE Programming Community Index for December, 2007 it was rated among users that Java was the most popular language. The table also shows the increasing and decreasing popularity of the language by counting the amount of hits on a search engine. The table is extensive, but the recreation of the ratings into a bar graph shows the pattern and the more dominant language more vividly when compared to another language. Furthermore, below is the recreated graph using the ratings from TIOBE’s Programming Community Index table.



Figure 1.2 – This bar graph demonstrates the popularity of each programming language through the ratings in the table of TIOBE Programming Community Index for December, 2007. . Ratings of Programming Languages
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In the graph, shown in red is Java which is rated among the highest – hitting a 20% rating among its users when compared to the other programming languages. C has the second highest rating (shown in orange) which is opposite of the pie chart in presenting the most dominant language. Java in this case may be the more preferred language as opposed to the more used language and C is vice versa according to the trend from the two charts and graphs. Even though C and Java are the dominant languages in creating programs, higher level languages like Python, Ruby, and Perl will gain more momentum because they’re easier to learn. Therefore, as more beginners pick up programming they will most likely start with one of the higher level programming languages: Python, Ruby, and Perl. In particular, Ruby is growing in users as it was first known in Japan and is now slowly being noticed in United States and Europe. The Japanese professional computer programmer whom created Ruby, Yukihiro Matsumoto based Ruby on Perl and Python.



However, it has been verified that it resembles more of Perl than Python because it is more object oriented than Python but higher language than Perl – it used the syntax of Python mainly. From the pie chart, Perl and Python were used to develop a significant amount of programs as they were used to develop 15.04% of the programs. Consequently, Perl is decreasing in users because Python and Ruby are increasing in users. Perl lost all its users to Python, Ruby, and PHP due to the lack of updates and upgrades made on Perl. Perl 6 was declared to be released but was never released as the other three programming languages became more available and replaced Perl and its capabilities; they became equipped with technologies that Perl provided and more. Slowly, the other languages adopted Perl’s features and took another step to becoming more universal. Soon computer programming languages developed are going to evolve to fit the needs of programmers to create robust programs for users. As time passed, the programming languages became less sophisticated and more like the English language which is usually referred to as the natural language when comparing to computer languages. They also started to adopt the qualities of other different programming languages like the above programming languages. This evolution and adoption allowed the programs to carry out specific tasks that other programming languages may not be able to carry out. Eventually, there will become a universal programming language that exhibits most of the more essential properties of each of the programming languages to maximize efficiency and accuracy.
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